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Abstract—Microinjection is the high delivery efficient method of exogenous materials into cells, and it has been widely used in biomedical research areas such as transgenics and genomics. However, this direct injection task is time-consuming and laborious followed by low throughput and poor reproducibility. This paper describes telerobotic shared control (TSC) framework for the microinjection with high manipulation efficiencies, in which a micromanipulator is controlled by the shared motion commands of both the human operator (teleoperation) and the autonomous controller. To determine the optimal gains between the teleoperation and automation modules, we propose the quantitative evaluation method using Fitts’ and steering law. The results showed that about 60% weighting on human operator had better performance for both speed and accuracy of task completion, and suggested the some level of automation or human involvement will be important for the microinjection tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIGH efficient transfer of foreign materials into cells is important for fundamental research of cell and molecular biology and biomedicine. Several methods have been developed for the successful delivery of exogenous materials into cells. Among them, single cell microinjection is to directly introduce foreign materials, such as DNA, proteins, sperms, and drugs, into individual cells [1]-[3], and it is relatively high efficient delivery method than electrical [4], viral [1], chemical [1], and other transfer methods [5], [6]. Microinjection is used in many different biotechnologies such as cell transfection with DNA in mammalian cells [1], induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell transfer [7], and in vitro fertilization (IVF) with intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) [8]. However, although microinjection has high delivery efficiencies, the injection task is time-consuming and labor-intensive work which limit the manipulation of large numbers of single cells [1], [2]. For the elaborate manipulations of delicate and small cells, it demands technical requirements, such as development of micro-motion stages and fabrication of micro pipettes with a fine tip. In addition, the great manipulation skills of a human operator are required, who need extensive training to perform the injection tasks, and thus microinjection has low manipulation efficiencies followed by low throughput and poor reproducibility.

The manipulation of micro meter-sized cells is interrupted by limited capability for sensing technologies. The manipulation is performed with insufficient visual information with small field-of-view and narrow depth-of-field, therefore, it is difficult for detection and positioning of cells or glass pipettes. In addition, there is no force/tactile feedback for robot control or haptic interaction. Insensate glass pipettes induce damage itself or of cells.

Several single cell microinjection systems have been proposed to improve the manipulation efficiency. Automated microinjection systems have been developed to remove the human involvement in injection process [9]-[15], where a visual servoing approach is usually used to control the position and force of a micro-manipulator, but it is challenging to create a fully automated manipulation system because microinjection is conducted in diverse and complex conditions such as various cell sizes (from a micro-meter to hundreds of micro-meter) and cell types (floating or attached cells). In addition, they have difficulties in dexterous manipulation of cells with multiple degrees of freedom (DOF) and in target selection (cell nucleus or cytoplasm) in visual servoing. Teleoperated microinjection systems have been developed to provide haptic feedback [16]-[20]. However, most of them have provided force sensing and feedback with a small number of DOF.

As the manipulator control standpoint, this paper presents a telerobotic shared control (TSC) framework for single cell microinjection for high manipulation efficiency. To achieve high throughput and dexterity simultaneously, both automatic and teleoperative functions of system are needed in microinjection. In the shared control approach, a human operator can control manipulator as much as possible while a controller retain cells and glass pipettes in a desired manipulation path or space to satisfy adequate performance. In the remainder of this paper, first, the TSC algorithm is presented to describe the sharing method of the teleoperation- and automation-module for the microinjection system. In this paper, we focused on providing the quantitative analysis to determine what level of automation (or teleoperation) is better for optimal TSC. Most previous studies for shared control have lack of studies to decide how much the autonomy will be integrated in the teleoperation (or vice versa) for the best performance. Although the shared control has been applied...
to various applications [21]-[24], this work is, to the authors’ knowledge, the first application of shared control in cellular micro-manipulation and first providing an evaluation method to determine optimal shared control gains.

II. METHOD

Shared control is applied to the microinjection system to compensate the lack of sensing ability in the micro environment, especially for insufficient visual information. First, a planner for the shared control calibrates the coordinates of the micro manipulator and cells, and defines a guidance path to constraint the depth directional motion of the micro manipulator and for the fast approach of the micro manipulator to cells.

A. System Setup

A biomicromanipulation workstation is designed for single cell microinjection, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In this paper, zebrafish embryos were used as manipulated cells (Fig. 2, [20]). The operator control the master robot (SensAble Technologies, PHANToM Premium 1.0, USA) to input the motion command for the micromanipulator in the slave space. The slave consists in a micromanipulator (PI, F-131, Germany) with injection needle and the other micromanipulator (Sutter, MP225, USA) with a holding glass pipette. The micromanipulator has three translational motion in X, Y and Z direction. The vision system includes a CCD camera (SVS-Vistek, SVS340MUCP, Germany with 640×480 pixels resolution and maximum of 250 fps) with microscopic lens (Moritex, MML2-ST65D) to capture images for the cells and the motion of the slave tip.

Fig. 1(b) shows the coordinates of the system considering pure translation. The task space of the master robot is represented by the coordinate frame \{M : (x, y, z)\} ∈ \mathbb{R}^3, the task space of the micro manipulator is represented by the coordinate frame \{S : (X, Y, Z)\} ∈ \mathbb{R}^3, and the image space of the fixed camera is defined by the image coordinate frame \{I : (u, v)\} ∈ \mathbb{R}^2.

B. Planner

Visual information is a crucial feedback to enable the micro-manipulation tasks. Processing visual data determines the focal plane for depth estimation and the guidance path of the end effector in the image frame. In this study, because the input of manipulator is given in the slave frame \{S\}, the mapping between \{S\} and the image frame \{I\} forms a critical component for servoing the slave tip. In order to compute this mapping, a calibration method is developed and implemented. Several calibration methods exist in the literature which are mostly used in macro scale vision applications [25]. Unfortunately, those methods cannot directly be applied to calibrate an optical microscope due to the characteristics of the optical system (e.g., high optical magnifications and very narrow depth of field), and some dedicated methods have been then proposed [26]. In this work, the camera calibration parameters are defined in the focal plane (image space); therefore, the non-sharp tip image,
due to the depth directional motion of the robot, is ignored. For an orthographic camera projection model, the tip position $S_p = (X, Y, Z)^T$ in the slave frame can be related to its position $^t p$ in image space as follow:

$$^t p = \left( \frac{u}{v} \right) = \left( \frac{Y}{S_u + u_0} \frac{X}{S_v + v_0} \right)$$

where $S_u, S_v$ are the pixel dimensions ($\mu m$/px), and the initial tip position $^0 p = (u_0, v_0)^T$ is measured by the template matching method in the focal plane [20].

When assuming the accurately position-controlled slave manipulator and the orthographic projection model, it is important initially to locate the slave tip in the focal plane. In this paper, the precise placement of the tip along the Z-depth is achieved by the comparison of the pixel gradient magnitudes at the tip-end because the tip is angled and has pure translational motion. The gradient magnitude is at a maximum along the center line in $u$ of the tip image when the tip-end is in the focal plane (Fig. 3).

The position of a cell in the image space is extracted by using Hough transform as the center point of the detected circle, and the focusing of the non-angled holding pipette with a cell was implemented based on the template matching method [9]. Finally, the guidance path is determined as the linear path from the cell position to the injection starting position near the cell membrane, as shown in Fig. 4.

C. Shared Control

The overall control architecture of the TSC system is described in Fig. 5. The TSC has two levels. The lower level consists of the teleopertion control and the autonomous control based on aritifical potential field (APF). The higher level is the shared controller to integrate both modules. The total input command $S u$ for the micromanipulator is defined by the weighted summing of motion commands from the operator and the autonomous controller:

$$S u = K_h u_h + K_c u_c$$

where $K_h + K_c = 1$ and $0 \leq K_h, K_c \leq 1$.

In this paper, the input from the human operator is simply the scaled input command from the master device by

$$u_h = a_p M p.$$  

APF-based control algorithm [27] is applied for autonomous manipulation module, in which the manipulator is considered as a particle and controlled under a force field by attractive and repulsive potential functions. Attractive potential field is constructed to attract the manipulator to the guidance path, and repulsive potential field is generated around a cell membrane to prevent the micro pipette tip from passing the membrane not in injection direction. The total potential field is defined by the sum of both potential fields, and each potential function is defined as,

$$U_{total}(p) = U_{at}(p) + U_{rep}(p)$$

$$U_{at}(p) = \frac{1}{2} K_a |p_d - p|^2$$

$$U_{rep}(p) = \frac{1}{2} K_r |p_o - p|^2,$$  

for $|p_o - p| \leq r$  

where $p_d = \text{nearest point from the tip to the guidance path}$  
$p_o = \text{nearest point from the tip position to the membrane}$  
$K_a, K_r = \text{constant gains}$  
$r = \text{radius of influence}$  

Fig. 6 shows 2D potential map in the image space. For the net force $f_p$ under the potential field, finally, the input command from the APF algorithm can be defined as follows,

$$f_p = U_{total}(p)$$
In the TSC, the input commands from the teleoperation module and the autonomous module to the shared controller have a gain (weighting factor) $K_h$ and $K_c$, respectively. These gains play a role in deciding which module will be weighted more in the TSC. High human operator weight can lead to that the microinjection system acts as conventional teleoperation system. On the other hand, when more weight is given to automation module, the human operator can lose the control of the micromanipulator.

In this paper, to quantitatively evaluate the effect of weighting level of each module on the TSC and to obtain the optimal gains, we performed 2D pointing and steering tasks based on Fitts’ law and steering law, in which we hypothesized that total index of difficulty $ID_t$ is obtained by

$$MT = a + b \log_2 \left( \frac{A}{W} + c \right)$$

where $a$ and $b$ are empirical parameters determined by linear regression. $c$ is 0, 0.5 or 1 (we choose as 1 according to [35]). The term $\log_2 \left( \frac{A}{W} + c \right)$ is referred to Index of Difficulty ($ID$) in bits which represents the difficulties of the tasks.

In a typical Fitts’ law, the trajectory between the initial and final position is ignored. Therefore, if the movement is constrained along a predefined path, steering law well predicts the $MT$ with path length $A$ and width $W$ [29]:

$$MT = a + b \frac{A}{W}.$$  

Although the shared control between human and robot has been widely studied and various applications for Fitts’ law has been presented, the quantitative analysis for choosing ideal weighting in the shared control using Fitts’ law has not been studied. In this paper, we present how much weights are ideal for shared control using Fitts’ and steering law tests.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W$ (px)</th>
<th>$A_x$ (px)</th>
<th>$A_y$ (px)</th>
<th>$ID_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>8.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>12.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the proposed TSC for microinjection, a micro pipette guiding task to a cell along the guidance path with the depth directional motion compensation can be seen as steering law task, and a target selection from the guidance path can be Fitts’ law task. We propose the model combining Fitts’ law and steering law, in which we hypothesized that total index of difficulty $ID_t$ is obtained by

$$MT = a + bID_t$$

$$ID_t = ID_f + ID_s$$

where $ID_f$ and $ID_s$ are defined in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, respectively, and $ID_t$ is dimensionless number.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### A. Protocol

Six subjects (6 males and the age 24.5±2.3 years) participated in the experimental task. All subjects were right handed (dominant hand for all subjects) and inexperienced in microinjection and teleoperation system. Fig. 7 shows the task window for the proposed model Eq. 8.

The steering task was performed first for the tunnel (box 1 in Fig. 7). The subjects were asked to guide a white plus sign (the micro pipette tip position) from the right side to the left side of the tunnel without crossing the up or down side of the tunnel. After passing the tunnel, they had to tap inside box 2 by clicking the button on the stylus of the haptic device. The subjects were asked to perform the task as quickly as possible.

In the proposed TSC for microinjection, a micro pipette guiding task to a cell along the guidance path with the depth directional motion compensation can be seen as steering law task, and a target selection from the guidance path can be Fitts’ law task. We propose the model combining Fitts’ law and steering law, in which we hypothesized that total index of difficulty $ID_t$ is obtained by

$$MT = a + bID_t$$

$$ID_t = ID_f + ID_s$$

where $ID_f$ and $ID_s$ are defined in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, respectively, and $ID_t$ is dimensionless number.

#### B. Experimental Conditions

In the proposed TSC for microinjection, a micro pipette guiding task to a cell along the guidance path with the depth directional motion compensation can be seen as steering law task, and a target selection from the guidance path can be Fitts’ law task. We propose the model combining Fitts’ law and steering law, in which we hypothesized that total index of difficulty $ID_t$ is obtained by

$$MT = a + bID_t$$

$$ID_t = ID_f + ID_s$$

where $ID_f$ and $ID_s$ are defined in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, respectively, and $ID_t$ is dimensionless number.

#### C. Results

In the proposed TSC for microinjection, a micro pipette guiding task to a cell along the guidance path with the depth directional motion compensation can be seen as steering law task, and a target selection from the guidance path can be Fitts’ law task. We propose the model combining Fitts’ law and steering law, in which we hypothesized that total index of difficulty $ID_t$ is obtained by

$$MT = a + bID_t$$

$$ID_t = ID_f + ID_s$$

where $ID_f$ and $ID_s$ are defined in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, respectively, and $ID_t$ is dimensionless number.

#### D. Fitts’ and Steering Law

In the TSC, the input commands from the teleoperation module and the autonomous module to the shared controller have a gain (weighting factor) $K_h$ and $K_c$, respectively. These gains play a role in deciding which module will be weighted more in the TSC. High human operator weight can lead to that the microinjection system acts as conventional teleoperation system. On the other hand, when more weight is given to automation module, the human operator can lose the control of the micromanipulator.

In this paper, to quantitatively evaluate the effect of weighting level of each module on the TSC and to obtain the optimal gains, we performed 2D pointing and steering tasks based on Fitts’ law and steering law. Fitts’ and steering law were first developed to quantify the speed and accuracy trade-off in target-directed movements [28], [29]. They have been applied in various applications, such as human-computer interaction and robotics [30]-[34].

In the Fitts’ law, the Movement Time ($MT$) in seconds to select a target of width $W$ and at distance $A$ is given by,

$$MT = a + b \log_2 \left( \frac{A}{W} + c \right)$$

where $a$ and $b$ are empirical parameters determined by linear regression. $c$ is 0, 0.5 or 1 (we choose as 1 according to [35]). The term $\log_2 \left( \frac{A}{W} + c \right)$ is referred to Index of Difficulty ($ID$) in bits which represents the difficulties of the tasks.

In a typical Fitts’ law, the trajectory between the initial and final position is ignored. Therefore, if the movement is constrained along a predefined path, steering law well predicts the $MT$ with path length $A$ and width $W$ [29]:

$$MT = a + b \frac{A}{W}.$$  

Although the shared control between human and robot has been widely studied and various applications for Fitts’ law has been presented, the quantitative analysis for choosing ideal weighting in the shared control using Fitts’ law has not been studied. In this paper, we present how much weights are ideal for shared control using Fitts’ and steering law tests.
B. Results

First, for the performance comparison of different gains, throughput \( TP \) was calculated by \( TP = \frac{1}{n} \sum ID_t / MT_t \) \((n \text{ is the total number of trials})\) for each subject. Fig. 8 shows \( TP \) as the subjects performance (S1~S6) and Table. II represents the total \( TP \) for all subjects. The subjects showed the better performance at \( K_h = 0.6 \) (except S1 and S2; they were at \( K_h = 0.4 \)), and when \( K_h = 0.2 \), none of the subjects performed better because of the strong constraints of the movements on the guidance path. For the weak constraints \((K_h = 0.8)\), the subjects were easy to stray from the guidance path but the performance is better than \( K_h = 0.2 \). That might be because of the learning effect due to the one-dimensional experimental task. Total \( TP \) showed a tendency with higher performance between 0.4 and 0.6 of \( K_h \) although there was no significant difference which can be from the different performances between the subjects.

Fig. 9 shows the total number of errors for all trials. More weighting on the human operator, more errors were presented for all subjects, which is that we expected since, for the weak constrains, the accuracy can be lower than higher constraints.

The experimental results are shown in Table. III and Fig. 10 with the linear regression equations. The proposed model (Eq. 8) showed the \( r^2 \) value of more than 0.766, for which the model can be used to measure the performance. The model with 0.4 and 0.6 of \( K_h \) presented better fitting than the other values. This might be from that the skills of the subjects exerted a low influence on the performance of those values. That is, it could be said that the performance of the low skilled human operator can be improved with the TSC.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In the context of the single cell microinjection system, we proposed the TSC to achieve high throughput and dexterity simultaneously. The TSC can compensate the lack of sensing
ability by providing guidance path for the fast approaching to cells and the assistance with depth directional motions. As an engineering test, the quantitative evaluation of the TSC with the different weighting was performed using Fitts’ and steering law. The results showed that the 60% weighting on human operator had better performance for both speed and accuracy of task completion, and suggested the some level of automation or human involvement will be important for the microinjection tasks.

The design of the optimal control weights on a human operator and a robot is the challenging issue for the shared control. The weighting can be different depending on the application of the shared control idea, for which the proposed method can be used to quantitatively evaluate the performance.

Currently, we are performing the further microinjection experiments with the biological samples (zebrafish embryos [20] and mouse oocytes) to evaluate the TSC system and the clinical evaluation is ongoing. Finally, in our future work, the semi-autonomous microinjection system will be developed with the integration of the TSC and robotic or microfluidic conveying of cells for high throughput and dexterity.
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